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SUBJECT: Development Cost Charge Front-Ending Agreement and Development Works 
Agreement Policies 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Engineering Department recommends that Council: 

1. Receive this report for information;

2. Approve the recommended Proposed Development Cost Charge Front Ending Agreement
Policy No. H-55, attached as Appendix “I” to this report; and

3. Approve the recommended Proposed Development Works Agreement Policy No. H-56,
attached as Appendix “II” to this report.

INTENT 

The purpose of this report is to receive Council approval for the proposed Policies related to 
Development Cost Charge Front-Ending Agreement (“DCCFEA”) and Development Works 
Agreement (“DWA”), as attached as Appendix “I” and “II” of this report. 

BACKGROUND 

The Engineering Department’s 10-Year Servicing Plan (“10YSP”) establishes the City’s capital 
expenditure plan for the construction of engineering infrastructure to service existing 
neighbourhoods and to support new growth across the City.  The identified growth-related 
projects in the 10YSP are used to determine the Development Cost Charge (“DCC”) rates for 
engineering infrastructure.  At the February 10, 2020 Regular Council Meeting, Council approved 
the 10YSP (2020-2029) and related DCC rates. 

10YSP capital projects to service growth typically proceed once there is sufficient DCC reserves.  In 
some instances, where there is insufficient DCC reserves, developers may front-end the capital 
cost and seek to recover the DCC portion from the City as the City collects DCCs from the 
development of benefitting lands through a DCCFEA. 
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In some instances, the cost of the work exceeds the value of the works listed in the 10YSP that 
may be collected by the City from the benefiting properties; hence, costs over and above are 
recoverable through a DWA.  A DWA is an agreement, made by Bylaw, for a Front-Ending 
Developer to recover costs from benefiting properties which are not recoverable through DCCs. 
 
DCCFEAs are permitted in Sections 565 and 566 of the Local Government Act, RSBC 2015, c 1, as 
amended (the “Act”).  DWAs are permitted through Section 570 of the Act where a sufficient 
petition for the DWA has been presented to Council.   
 
While the Act sets some requirements related to DCCFEAs and DWAs, the City does not have 
modern guidelines nor specific Policies to govern the process. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Currently, there are no guidelines or formalized policies with respect to DCCFEAs nor DWAs, 
which are mechanisms utilized to advance 10YSP capital projects required to support growth. 
 
For utility or transportation works which are not within the 10YSP and not DCC eligible, the 
front-ending funding mechanisms are advanced through DWA, or through Latecomer 
Agreements as guided by the Latecomer Policies and the City’s Subdivision and Development 
Bylaw, 1986, No. 8830, as amended (the “Subdivision and Development Bylaw”). 
 
Staff propose to utilize the Subdivision and Development Bylaw and Latecomer Policies to 
establish guiding principles and develop formalized Policies for DCCFEAs and DWAs. 
 
Guiding Principles for the Proposed Policies 
 
The fundamental principles of the proposed DCCFEA and DWA Policies include the following:  
 

1. Term 
• The term shall expire at the earlier of 15 years or when all costs have been collected 

and paid to the Front-Ending Developer.   
 

2. Capital Cost 
• For a DWA petition, the capital cost shall be based on the Front-Ending 

Developer’s Engineer’s signed and sealed estimate as validated by the City, prior to 
issuance to benefitting owners.  If quotations are received prior to the DCCFEA or 
DWA being finalized, the maximum potential reimbursement of the DCCFEA or 
DWA to the Developer is to be set at the lesser of the 10YSP project budget or 
petition amount, as applicable, or the lowest quotation plus 10% contingency and 
12% engineering fees.  The final costs levied shall be based on the actual cost at 
completion as validated by the City, but not exceeding the maximum potential 
reimbursement allowance. 
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3. Specified Charge 

• The interest rate for DWA cost recovery shall be as prescribed in the Subdivision 
and Development Bylaw for Latecomer Charge Escalation, as validated by the City.  
Future consideration will be given to amend the Subdivision and Development 
Bylaw such that the interest rate is aligned to market index.   

 
4. Petition Process for DWA 

• A petition is not required for a DCCFEA, but only a Council resolution. A petition 
is only required for a DWA and is certified by the City Clerk before a DWA bylaw 
is introduced to Council. All benefiting owners within a DWA area must be 
petitioned prior to submission of the petition to the City. 

 
5. Procurement 

• Projects with an estimated value greater than $200,000 will require a minimum of 
three written submissions and a public tender process, which is consistent with 
the Purchase and Expenditure Authorization Bylaw, No. 16535, as amended. 

• The City, at its sole discretion, may manage the procurement (design and/or 
construction) related to complex or multi-discipline projects (pump stations, 
mechanical/electrical works, bridges, etc.) which have the potential for significant 
operational and maintenance cost, as well as any other projects as determined by 
the City. 

 
SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 
 
The proposed DCCFEA and DWA Policies support the objectives of the City's Sustainability 
Charter 2.0.  In particular, the works relate to the Sustainability Charter 2.0 theme of 
Infrastructure.  Specifically, the proposed works support the following Desired Outcomes (“DO”) 
and Strategic Direction (“SD”): 
 

• All Infrastructure DO1:  City facilities and infrastructure systems are well managed, 
adaptable and long lasting, and are effectively integrated into regional systems; 

• All Infrastructure DO2:  Infrastructure systems provide safe, reliable and affordable 
services; and 

• All Infrastructure SD1:  Proactively manage community assets to maintain them over the 
long-term in a state of good repair. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the above discussion, it is recommended that Council approve the proposed DCCFEA 
and DWA Policies. 

 
 
 

 
Scott Neuman, P.Eng.  
General Manager, Engineering  
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APPENDIX “I” 

This policy is subject to any specific provisions of the Local Government Act, or other relevant legislation or Union agreement. 

 
 

City of Surrey 
Policy 

 
No. H-55 

Policy Title: DEVELOPMENT COST CHARGE FRONT-ENDING AGREEMENT 

Approval Date:  

History:  

Department: ENGINEERING 

 

Policy Statement 

This Policy provides governance and direction for the implementation of a Development Cost Charge 
Front-Ending Agreement (“DCCFEA”), which is approved by Council on an individual project basis, to 
support the construction of municipal infrastructure as identified in the City’s 10-Year Servicing Plan 
(“10YSP”) to support development. 

1. Reason for Policy 
 
DCCFEA, as permitted in Sections 565 and 566 of the Local Government Act, RSBC 2015, c 1, as 
amended (the “Act”), is a mechanism for the Front-Ending Developer to recover costs, from 
benefiting properties, incurred to construct municipal infrastructure in the 10YSP.   
 
This Policy provides governance and criteria to ensure appropriate usage of DCCFEA, and 
establishes the terms and financial mechanisms in compliance with City Bylaws and Policies.  
 

2. Usage and Criteria  
 
2.1 DCCFEA is a financial mechanism to reimburse the Front-Ending Developer on 10YSP projects 

through collecting DCC payments from benefitting properties which develop in the 
catchment. 
 

2.2 DCCFEA may be granted on infrastructure projects that are identified in the 10YSP, the 
estimated cost of the works is greater than $200,000, and there are insufficient funds in the 
DCC Reserve to fully fund the project(s).  
 

2.3 DCC Reserve funds may not be allocated to a DCCFEA if the City’s ability to commit future 
DCC funds on a higher priority project in that asset category is significantly limited.  

 
2.4 DCCFEA shall have a 15-year term for cost recoveries. The term shall expire at the end of 

15-years, or when all front-ending costs have been paid back, whichever occurs sooner. The 
15-year term for DCCFEA is consistent with the Latecomer Agreement Policies.  
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This policy is subject to any specific provisions of the Local Government Act, or other relevant legislation or Union agreement. 

2.5 The costs front-ended by the Front-Ending Developer shall be reimbursed up to the actual 
construction cost plus eligible engineering expenses, but cannot exceed the DCCFEA amount 
specified in the 10YSP. Interest costs incurred by the Front-Ending Developer are not an 
eligible expense and will not be reimbursed. 

 
3. Process 

 
3.1 Prior to initiating the DCCFEA process, the capital cost shall be based on the Fronting-Ending 

Developer’s Engineer’s signed and sealed estimate, as validated by the City. If quotations are 
received in advance of a DCCFEA being finalized, the maximum potential reimbursement 
amount to the Front-Ending Developer is to be set at lesser of the lowest quotation plus 10% 
contingency and 12% engineering design and construction fees, or the 10YSP project amount. 
Final costs shall be based on the actual cost at completion of construction as certified by the 
Front-Ending Developer’s Engineer, as agreed by the General Manager. 
 

3.2 DCCFEA with an estimated value greater than $200,000 will require three written submissions 
and a public tender process consistent with the City’s Purchase and Expenditure 
Authorization Bylaw, No. 16535, as amended. 
 

3.3 The City may manage the procurement (design and/or construction) related to complex or 
multi-discipline projects (pump stations, mechanical/electrical works, bridges, etc.) which 
have the potential for significant operational and maintenance cost; and any other projects as 
determined by the City. 

 
4. Detailed Procedures 

 
4.1 The General Manager, Engineering is authorized to adopt a practice and/or procedure which 

implements this Policy in more detail. 

 

 
 

 



APPENDIX “II” 

This policy is subject to any specific provisions of the Local Government Act, or other relevant legislation or Union agreement. 

 
 

City of Surrey 
Policy 

 
No. H-56 

Policy Title: DEVELOPMENT WORKS AGREEMENT  

Approval Date:  

History:  

Department: ENGINEERING 

 

Policy Statement 

This Policy provides governance and direction for the implementation of a Development Works 
Agreement (“DWA”), which is approved by Council on an individual project basis, to support the 
construction of municipal infrastructure that are not recoverable through Development Cost Charges 
(“DCC”), to support development. 

1. Reason for Policy 
 
DWA , enacted by Bylaw, as permitted in Section 570 of the Local Government Act, RSBC 2015, C 1, 
as amended (“Act”), is an agreement for the Front-Ending Developer to recover costs, from 
benefitting properties, incurred to construct municipal infrastructure which are not recoverable 
through DCC. 
 
This Policy provides governance and criteria to ensure appropriate usage of DWA, and establishes 
the terms and financial mechanisms in compliance with City Bylaws and Policies. 
 

2. Usage and Criteria 
 
2.1 DWA is a financial mechanism to reimburse the Front-Ending Developer on eligible costs that 

are not funded though DCCs. DWAs can be implemented on non-City 10-Year Servicing Plan 
(10YSP) projects, or can be used to recover the financial shortfall of Development Cost Charge 
Front-Ending Agreement (DCCFEA).  
 

2.2 DWA application will not be accepted on projects with an estimated value less than $300,000. 
 
2.3 The Front-Ending Developer is required to petition all benefitting properties of the DWA 

petition area. 
 
2.4 DWA may only be approved where  
 

2.4.1  the petition has been certified sufficient by the City Clerk, and; 
2.4.2 .the bylaw for the DWA has been adopted by Council.  
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This policy is subject to any specific provisions of the Local Government Act, or other relevant legislation or Union agreement. 

2.5 DWA shall have a 15-year term for cost recoveries. The term shall expire at the end of 15-years, 
or when all front-ending costs have been paid back, whichever occurs sooner. The 15-year 
term for DWA is consistent with the Latecomer Agreement Policies.  
 

3. Process 
 
3.1 Prior to initiating the DWA petition with the benefitting owners, the capital cost shall be 

based on the Front-Ending Developer’s Engineer’s signed and sealed estimate, as validated by 
the City. If quotations are received in advance of a DWA being finalized, the maximum 
potential reimbursement amount of the DWA is to be set at the lesser of the lowest quotation 
plus 10% contingency and 12% engineering design and construction fees, or the petition 
amount. Final costs shall be levied on the benefitting owners of the petition area based on the 
actual cost at completion of construction as certified by the Front-Ending Developer’s 
Engineer, as agreed by the General Manager, Engineering. 
 

3.2 DWAs with an estimated value greater than $200,000 will require three written submissions 
and a public tender process consistent with the City’s Purchase and Expenditure 
Authorization Bylaw, No. 16535, as amended. 

 
3.3 The interest rate for the term shall be as prescribed in the Surrey Subdivision and 

Development Bylaw, 1986, No. 8830, as amended, for Latecomer Charge Escalation. 
 

3.4 The City may manage the procurement (design and/or construction) related to complex or 
multi-discipline projects (pump stations, mechanical/electrical works, bridges, etc.) which 
have the potential for significant operational and maintenance cost; and any other projects as 
determined by the City. 

 
4. Detailed Procedures 

 
4.1 The General Manager of Engineering is authorized to adopt a procedure which implements 

this policy in more detail. 

 


